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MEXICO CITY – Mercado Roma, located in the
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Colonia Roma, is a new take on the traditional Mexican market. And since it opened last
June, it has taken off – maybe too well.
The market is a treat for the taste buds and
the eyes: gourmet food, organic ingredients,
coffee, pastries, flowers and even a biergarten and patio out back.
This market has covered all its bases, except for maybe the aisles. Even on random
weekday afternoons it can be a little difficult
to navigate. It’s jam-packed with stands and
often times, people. But don’t let that be a discouragement. The mercado is
well worth the trip.
Colonia Roma is notorious
for its trendiness. Each week,
there is something: a new restaurant, a new bar or a new art
gallery famed for being the
next big thing. But this market
actually lives up to the hype.
It’s hard enough to find
a complete take-home dining experience in one place.
In fact, in this city, it’s almost
impossible. A dinner party requires multiple trips to multiple stores. And if you’re looking for gourmet, add a few
more stops to the list.
But that’s what makes Mercado Roma special. It is a one-stop gourmet shop.
That’s why it’s so popular, too. In Mercado Roma you will find fresh fish, live fish, rare
spices, macaroons, homegrown fruits and
vegetables, international goods and imported specialty products not found in your neighborhood supermarket, but you can still have
a blue corn gordita or an El Moro churro. It’s
a mix of all things good, with a few new concepts thrown in for good measure.
What is even more remarkable is the price.
The prices are accessible. They are fair and
sometimes even downright cheap.
The secret is that Mercado Roma cut out

the middleman. It brought the actual producers to the market, instead of hiking up prices as many other stores do throughout the
trendy neighborhood.
“We wanted to bring high-end products to
the regular public,” said Mercado Roma owner Alberto Sacal. “We brought the ‘main man’.”
Sacal said he was inspired by Chelsea Market in New York City.
“We wanted the food and drink we like,
and the things we can’t always bring home
from restaurants,” he said.
“It started with the idea of a modern urban market, but in Mexico – something cleaner than the traditional mercados, more of the
new Mexico.”
Mercado Roma does not
look like the traditional market, either. It’s a three-level
experience, remodeled from
the abandoned Gran León,
the once-legendary music
club. In that way as well, the
market combines old and new
Mexico.
Designed by Rojkind Arquitectos, Gerardo Salinas
and Michel Rojkind, the building is an experience in itself.
With a black interior, bright
orange and yellow floor tiles,
high ceilings and brick walls,
the architects did the space
justice.
Step outside to the patio to vertical gardens and wooden tables and feel that you are
on the verge of a city being reborn.
It’s even worth taking a trip to the bathrooms. They are a work of art, with walls illuminated with graphics.
Another interesting stand worth mentioning is Metro Huerto, a project dedicated to
urban gardening. Ladies Nuria Preciada and
Lily Foster teach Chilangos how to grow their
own produce in spaces as small as one square
meter. It’s another way Mercado Roma is giving new life to the city.
Mercado Roma is at the least worth a look,
if not an entire afternoon.

